A Guide to JoVE Education Videos

JoVE Education’s high-impact animations and visualized real-life experiments enable quick, in-depth comprehension of scientific concepts; most videos also feature text translations and subtitles in 10+ languages.

JoVE Science Education

A revolutionary video library dedicated to teaching scientific fundamentals through simple, easy-to-understand video demonstrations, JoVE Science Education covers 8 major subjects:

- Advanced Biology
- Chemistry
- Engineering
- Physics
- Basic Biology
- Clinical Skills
- Environmental Sciences
- Psychology

JoVE Core

JoVE Core isolates key concepts and brings the foundations of our social world to life. These video textbooks can be used as a primary teaching resource or can supplement other teaching materials.

JoVE Core Biology
*New* German and Chinese Voice Overs

JoVE Core Social Psychology *New*
Latest addition to the growing Core family

JoVE Lab Manual

These interactive, multimedia lab manuals provide faculty and students with instructional and curriculum-focused video resources for commonly taught introductory labs.

Lab Manual: Biology

Lab Manual: Chemistry *New*
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